Consuming Directory API in ABAP

Applies to:
SAP ECC 6.0, PI 7.0 – PI 7.1 For more information, visit the Business Process Modeling homepage. .
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Locating Directory API in PI
Navigate to the WSNavigator of the PI server using the following link:
http://<host>:<port>/wsnavigator
The following screen with all the available web services would appear:

1.1. From the list of WebServices, select the ValueMapping service. Click on the Webservice.

1.2. The WebService WSDL URL and the operations are displayed. Clicking on any of the operations
will display details regarding the input and output parameters. You may also test the operation.
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2. Consuming the Directory API in ABAP
Login to the system from which you wish to consume the WebService.
2.1. Run transaction se80. Create a Enterprise Service
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2.2. Select Service consumer and click on continue.

2.3. Select the option Url / HTTP destination, since you have the URL of the WebService
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2.4. Provide the URL from WSNavigator:

2.5. Provide Package name, prefix and request name. Check the ‘Local Object’ option if you wish to
save it as a local object
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On successful creation the following screen would be displayed.

The proxy class would be created in the package which was provided during the generation of the proxy.
Save and activate the proxy class.
2.6. The proxy class would have methods corresponding to each operation of the web service
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3. Creating a Logical Port
To be able to use this WebService we need to create a logical port.
3.1. Go to transaction LPConfig. Specify the Proxy class name and a logical port name. Click on create.
Choose web service infrastructure

3.2. Select the Call Pararmeter tab and provide the HTTP destination and suffix. (Note that you need to
have a HTTP destination created to the PI server)

Now you may use the API in your ABAP program.
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4. Using the ValueMapping API
The Valuemapping API provides a programming interface for manipulating the ValueMappings created in the
integration directory. The following section describes how to use the various operations of the ValueMapping
web service.

4.1. API Usage
Upon creation, the proxy class can be used like a typical ABAP class.
To start using the ValueMapping API you would have to create an object of the proxy class. Make a note of
the instantiating object of the proxy class that mentions the LOGICAL PORT which we have created in
section 3.
For Example:
TRY.
CREATE OBJECT LOREF
EXPORTING
LOGICAL_PORT_NAME = 'TEST_WEBSERVICE_X8A'.
CATCH CX_AI_SYSTEM_FAULT .

ENDTRY.
4.2. Query and Read method
You may invoke the query method to retrieve all value mapping group IDs defined in your integration
directory. You may execute the query based on the user detail or the group description. If you do not pass
any values as the input parameter, ‘ValueMappingID’, the method would return all the value mapping group
ids present in the system.
Once you have the value mapping group ids you could use the read method to fetch more details about the
value mapping group representations like the schema, agency and the corresponding value.
For Example:
The following code snippet fetchs all the group ids and then calls the Read method to get the details of each
of the value mapping group.
TRY.
CREATE OBJECT LOREF
EXPORTING
LOGICAL_PORT_NAME = 'TEST_WEBSERVICE_X8A'.
CATCH CX_AI_SYSTEM_FAULT .

ENDTRY.
TRY.
CALL METHOD LOREF->QUERY
EXPORTING
INPUT = ls_input
IMPORTING
OUTPUT = ls_output.
CATCH CX_AI_SYSTEM_FAULT .
CATCH CX_AI_APPLICATION_FAULT .
ENDTRY.
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* Use the output of the query method and call the read method
lt_mapping_ids = ls_output-response-value_mapping_ID.

* Call the read method with all the value mapping ids returned by Query.
ls_read_input-VALUE_MAPPING_READ_REQUEST-VALUE_MAPPING_ID = lt_mapping_ids.

TRY.
CALL METHOD LOREF->READ
EXPORTING
INPUT = ls_read_input
IMPORTING
OUTPUT = ls_read_output.
CATCH CX_AI_SYSTEM_FAULT .
CATCH CX_AI_APPLICATION_FAULT .
ENDTRY.
Read method returns details of all the value mapping groups like the group name and the group
representation as shown in the following figure:

One of the parameters is the ‘Represesntation’ table which has the schema, agency and corresponding
value as illustrated below:
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4.3. Create
The create operation is used to create a new value mapping group.
The following code snippet is an example of invoking the create operation:
To create a new entry in an existing schema and agency:
ls_input1-MASTER_LANGUAGE = 'EN'.
ls_input1-GROUP_NAME = 'A'.

ls_create_rep-SCHEME_ID = 'PolicyType'.
ls_create_rep-SCHEME_AGENCY_ID = 'Test_SAP'.
ls_create_rep-VALUE = 'III'.
append ls_create_rep to lt_create_rep.

clear ls_create_rep.
ls_create_rep-SCHEME_ID = 'ProductID'.
ls_create_rep-SCHEME_AGENCY_ID = 'Test_IPM'.
ls_create_rep-VALUE = '666'.
append ls_create_rep to lt_create_rep.
ls_input1-REPRESENTATION = lt_create_rep.

append ls_input1 to lt_input1.
ls_input_create-VALUE_MAPPING_CREATE_REQUEST-VALUE_MAPPING = lt_input1.

TRY.
CALL METHOD LOREF->CREATE
EXPORTING
INPUT = ls_input_create
IMPORTING
OUTPUT = ls_output_create.
CATCH CX_AI_SYSTEM_FAULT .
CATCH CX_AI_APPLICATION_FAULT .
ENDTRY.
To activate the object which is created using the API you would need to use the ChangeList service which is
available as a directory API. Therefore, you will have to create a service consumer for the ChangeList
service as well.
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Valuemapping service’s Create method’s returns a changelist ID that is used to create the object.
You could get that changelistid from the output of the create method and send that to the activate method of
the changelist service to activate the valuemapping group that you have created.
ls_changelist_input-CHANGE_LIST_ACTIVATE_REQUEST =

ls_output_create-RESPONSE-

CHANGE_LIST_ID-CHANGE_LIST_ID.
TRY.
CALL METHOD LOREF2->ACTIVATE
EXPORTING
INPUT = ls_changelist_input
*
IMPORTING
*
OUTPUT =
.
CATCH CX_AI_SYSTEM_FAULT .
CATCH CX_AI_APPLICATION_FAULT .
ENDTRY.
4.4. Change
This method is used to modify the value mapping group entries. However, before calling this method you
would have to call the OpenForEdit method. The OpenForEdit method would return the entire group details
including the group representation and a changelist ID. You would have to use the change list ID and the
group representation with the modified value to the Change operation.
The following snippet of code gives the steps required to make use the change operation :
*Testing the change operation

DATA: ls_open_edit_input type ZPI_OPEN_FOR_EDIT_IN_DOC,
ls_open_edit_output type ZPI_OPEN_FOR_EDIT_OUT_DOC,
lt_edit_vid type table of string,
lv_vid type string,
lv_change_List_ID type string,
lt_map_dets type ZPI_VALUE_MAPPING_TAB,
ls_map_det type ZPI_VALUE_MAPPING,
lv_group_name type string,
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lv_master_lang type string,
lv_chng_id type string,
lt_edit_rep type ZPI_VALUE_MAPPING_REPRESEN_TAB,
ls_edit_rep type ZPI_VALUE_MAPPING_REPRESENTATI,
ls_change_rep type ZPI_VALUE_MAPPING_REPRESENTATI,
lt_change_rep type ZPI_VALUE_MAPPING_REPRESEN_TAB.

DATA: ls_input_change type ZPI_CHANGE_IN_DOC,
ls_output_change type ZPI_CHANGE_OUT_DOC,
lt_change_mapping type ZPI_VALUE_MAPPING_RESTRICT_TAB,
ls_change_mapping type ZPI_VALUE_MAPPING_RESTRICTED.
* The value mapping group ID from the integration directory to test the API
lv_vid = '2d7f12b0-cb01-11db-cd9b-000d606e97f4'.

append lv_vid to lt_edit_vid.
ls_open_edit_input-VALUE_MAPPING_OPEN_FOR_EDIT_RE-VALUE_MAPPING_ID = lt_edit_vid.
TRY.
CALL METHOD LOREF->OPEN_FOR_EDIT

EXPORTING
INPUT = ls_open_edit_input
IMPORTING
OUTPUT = ls_open_edit_output
CATCH CX_AI_SYSTEM_FAULT .
CATCH CX_AI_APPLICATION_FAULT .
ENDTRY.

.

* Go trough the output of open_for_edit and make the changes you need.
Then use it as input for the change method .
lv_change_List_ID = ls_open_edit_output-response-CHANGE_LIST_ID-CHANGE_LIST_ID.
lt_map_dets = ls_open_edit_output-response-VALUE_MAPPING.

loop at lt_map_dets into ls_map_det.
lv_group_name = ls_map_det-group_name.
lv_master_lang = ls_map_det-MASTER_LANGUAGE.
lv_chng_id = ls_map_det-VALUE_MAPPING_ID.
lt_edit_rep = ls_map_det-REPRESENTATION.
endloop.

LOOP AT lt_edit_rep into ls_edit_rep.
move-corresponding ls_edit_rep to ls_change_rep.
ls_change_rep-value = 'NewVal'.
append ls_change_rep to lt_change_rep.
endloop.
*Prepare the input for the change method.
ls_input_change-VALUE_MAPPING_CHANGE_REQUEST-CHANGE_LIST_ID = lv_change_List_ID.
ls_change_mapping-MASTER_LANGUAGE = lv_master_lang.
ls_change_mapping-GROUP_NAME = lv_group_name.
ls_change_mapping-VALUE_MAPPING_ID = lv_chng_id.
ls_change_mapping-REPRESENTATION = lt_change_rep.
append ls_change_mapping to lt_change_mapping.
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ls_input_change-VALUE_MAPPING_CHANGE_REQUEST-VALUE_MAPPING = lt_change_mapping.

TRY.
CALL METHOD LOREF->CHANGE
EXPORTING
INPUT = ls_input_change
IMPORTING
OUTPUT = ls_output_change
.

CATCH CX_AI_SYSTEM_FAULT .
CATCH CX_AI_APPLICATION_FAULT .
ENDTRY.
ls_changelist_input-CHANGE_LIST_ACTIVATE_REQUEST =
CHANGE_LIST_ID-CHANGE_LIST_ID.
TRY.
CALL METHOD LOREF2->ACTIVATE

*
*

ls_output_create-RESPONSE-

EXPORTING
INPUT = ls_changelist_input
IMPORTING
OUTPUT =
.

CATCH CX_AI_SYSTEM_FAULT .
CATCH CX_AI_APPLICATION_FAULT .
ENDTRY.
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Related Content
The following weblogs details about the directory API.
https://weblogs.sdn.sap.com/pub/wlg/11655
https://weblogs.sdn.sap.com/pub/wlg/11653
https://weblogs.sdn.sap.com/pub/wlg/11654
SAP Help documentation on Directory API:
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nwpi71/helpdata/en/46/6dca42e5c269dfe10000000a11466f/content.htm
For more information, visit the Business Process Modeling homepage.
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